Decompression Curriculum
Lesson 10
Video/CD Title: Cornerstone Beliefs (0419)
Disc Start Time:
00:00

Author: Bill Johnson
Disc End Time:

46:11

Complete this top section and then answer the questions below in the space provided. If you
need more space, please use a separate sheet of paper. Attach this page to the front of your
assignment when you turn it in.
Name: _______________________ Home: ______________ Date: ____________
Introduction: Cornerstone beliefs establish the foundation of our life structure. We either
choose to build on Gods’ cornerstones or create our own. The difference being that our
cornerstones lead us to choices and behaviors that are destructive to us and others. As
believers, Jesus Christ is our Chief Cornerstone; He establishes the orientation of our destiny
for our good. The four cornerstones of the Kingdom establish our behavioral distinctives for
Kingdom family living. We invite you to explore the Kingdom beyond your current perceived
boundaries. Have fun, God loves you!
Discussion 1: The first cornerstone is: Because God is good, we dream big! Sons dream
of destinies, orphans seek vindication and survival. Sons dream of a family conquest, victory!
God wants to restore the orphan hearts by increasing their capacity to dream about being
part of a victorious mission that is centered on the whole rather than the one.
Drill Down 1:
 Share dreams that you’ve had that were about the whole.



Describe ways, past or present, that you have lived like an orphan seeking vindication
and/or hoping to just survive.



What would your dreams look like if you chose to trust God for victory in these areas?
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Discussion 2: The 2nd cornerstone is: We take risks because nothing is impossible with
God. Theology without fruit is what we see when we know about God but don’t really know
Him or trust Him enough to take the risk of believing and exercising His word.
Drill Down 2:
 Share the areas of your life where you’re having a hard time trusting God and the
“real” why.

Discussion 3: The 3rd cornerstone is: We trust God because everything we’ll ever need
was dealt with (redeemed) at the cross of Calvary. When you know who you are in Christ
the redeemer, all you want to do is give it away.
Drill Down 3:
 Share what trusting God has looked like in others and then in yourself.



What are the barriers to your trusting God deeper and taking greater risk in exercising
your God given authority?

Discussion 4: The 4th cornerstone is: We serve well because we’re significant, we serve
for His pleasure and not our own.
Drill Down 4:
 Share about times when you’ve served well and felt significant through serving others.
Share what reward you received in doing so.

Post Class Instructions: During your next available Dynamic Night, invite your brothers to
join you in restorative prayer (repentance) for an area in your life presented in this lesson
(living like an orphan, lack of risk taking, lack of trusting God, lack of serving others well).

